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Abstract 

This study explored the application of verbal reports upon a single participant during training on 

a complex video game titled Space Fortress (Donchin, 1989). Transfer of training was assessed 

with variations to the game as well as a battery of cognitive and motor tasks including a 

shortened Ravens, an aiming task, and the 8-puzzle. Consistent with previous research utilizing 

verbal reports, I was able to see clear points of game-knowledge acquisition and strategy 

formation, which allowed us to understand more about how the participant approached the task 

and what limits someone’s performance on it. This paper also proposes a new perspective of 

research based on helping individuals see and understand how they might change while 

supporting their development. This perspective could lead to provide new information on stable 

abilities that cannot be improved with motivated, deliberate training. 

Keywords: verbal protocols, Space Fortress, training, single-subject
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Uncovering the Structure of Skilled Performance Using Verbal Protocol Analysis 

Introduction 

Videogames are a particularly interesting domain to study the improvement of 

performance. In this domain, performance is measured by an objective scoring system and it is 

possible to record and analyze all the participants’ actions in real time. One of the most studied 

videogames in academic research is the Space Fortress game (Mané & Donchin, 1989). This task 

gives researchers the ability to track many aspects of participants’ performance including their 

manual control, memory, visual attention and executive control (Donchin, 1989). Players, with 

the use of a joystick and mouse, must pilot a ship and fire missiles at an enemy fortress in an 

attempt to destroy it while dealing with and performing a number of other subtasks. These 

subtasks include a memory task in which participants must remember three letters throughout the 

course of a game in order to destroy foe mines that will attempt to harm their ship as well as 

monitor a stream of symbols in an attempt to redeem a bonus. 

 Previous research with the Space Fortress task has primarily looked at the improvement 

of a group of participants under different experimental conditions. This involves averaging the 

data of 20-30 participants, which makes it impossible to examine if and how the structure of a 

single individual’s skill changes as performance increases. In a reanalysis of one such study 

(Boot et al., 2010), the authors reported that the participant who reached the highest score with 

training, subject 17, had a specific flight trajectory that was highly reproducible (Towne, Boot, & 

Ericsson, personal communication, 2012). A detailed analysis of this particular participant 

uncovered a strategy of defeating the fortress by a similar sequence of actions on every trial. He 

accomplished his superior performance by flying at an optimal velocity, remaining close to the 

fortress, and correctly timing his missile shots on the fortress. However, this reanalysis has 



   

several shortcomings, and does not uncover the process of acquiring this strategy or how the 

participant learned and discovered aspects of his successful strategy. To describe the 

development of improvements of performance of a particular individual a very different research 

approach is required. If a participant could report on their thinking throughout the 20-hour 

training study would we be able to describe the microstructure of the individual’s improvements. 

This shortcoming is significant because claims may be made about specific tactics and methods a 

participant was using but without verbal reports there is no way to verify these assumptions. 

 With the use of verbal protocols (Ericsson &Simon, 1980), the current study attempts to 

uncover the changes in underlying thought-processes that accompany the improvement at Space 

Fortress. By training a single individual and applying verbal reports we should be able to learn 

more about the structure of performance growth at an individual’s level. There has been some 

question as to whether verbal reports ensue some sort of performance reactivity. A recently 

conducted meta analysis found that the “think-aloud” effect size was very low (r = -.03) even 

after being controlled for the task type (Fox, Ericsson & Best, 2011). However, they have found 

that verbal reporting tends to increase task completion time. This knowledge is taken into 

account when comparing the current subject’s performance to that of the outstanding performer, 

subject 17. 

Verbal protocols have been widely used to analyze participants thought processes in such 

domains as memory and videogame play (Blumberg & Randall, 2012, Ericsson, Delaney, 

Weaver, & Mahadevan, 2004). In a previous study that focused on an expert memorist, verbal 

reports were used to further understand and analyze the participant’s thought processes as he 

tried to memorize and recall digits (Ericsson et al., 2004). These protocols allowed researchers to 

understand the encoding methods being used by the participant. When introduced with letters to 



   

accompany the memorization of digits, the verbal reports indicated that the participant tried 

several methods. Initially he attempted to create words from letter sequences, but after the 3
rd

 

session he began to divide letters into groups of 2 or 3. Two sessions later the participant decided 

to recode the letters into digits. He first began by recoding as many digits into letters as possible 

and then memorizing the remaining letters but as he became more skilled at recoding the letters 

he reverted to an all-digits strategy. This study illustrates the growth and change of a 

participant’s thought-process. Through a series of trial-and-error with various strategies the 

participant was able to find a method that he deemed the most effective and then sought to 

improve at that method. 

In a recent video gameplay study of children and adolescents, researchers categorized and 

tracked participants’ verbal protocols as their experience with the task, Sonic the Hedgehog 2, 

increased (Blumberg & Randall, 2012). Verbal reports were used to track the types of comments 

being made while playing and how it influenced their performance. To help with analysis, verbal 

report comments were broken down into categories including cognitive process comments, goal 

comments, game-oriented comments, affective comments, and context-oriented comments. 

Cognitive process comments included references to cognitive processes that occurred during 

game play such as impasse recognition or insight into a new strategy. Goal comments were 

comments referencing specific goals for game play such as avoiding an obstacle or completing a 

certain level. Game-oriented comments included references to specific game aspects, techniques, 

or prior experience with digital games. These included specific moves or events within the game, 

references to consequences of an action or inaction, references to game functions, references to 

game cues, and references to prior experience with comparable games. Affective comments 

included game evaluation comments and self-performance evaluations. Context-oriented 



   

comments included comments that concerned participation in the study and off-task comments. 

Compared to the other comment categories, game process comments were the most common, 

with process goals and game strategy comments coming in second and third. In terms of 

performance, participants who referenced game cues and made impasse and rule comments 

illustrated a higher level of performance. This study helps illustrate a way verbal protocols can 

be categorized for easier analysis and how content of the verbal reports are related to 

performance. 

For the current study, a motivated individual from the Florida State University 

community was recruited. The purpose of the study is to attempt to describe an individual 

participant’s approach to improving performance on the Space Fortress task by asking the 

subject to think aloud while training over the course of 20 hours.  In addition to analyzing the 

participant’s performance and protocols across training, experimental tests were adminstered at 

the end of training. This testing phase involved tasks that were designed to assess experimentally 

if the identified structure of the acquired skill and knowledge in the Space Fortress Tasks would 

generalize and mediate superior performance in the experimentally altered tasks. It also allowed 

experimenters to test theories identified about the participant’s methods for defeating the fortress 

in a task that deviated from the original but kept certain aspects consistent. Information was used 

from the reanalysis of Boot et al. (2010) to compare the participant’s performance to that of the 

subject 17. Without any specific knowledge of subject 17’s strategies, we hoped that this current 

participant would be able to reach a comparable level given similar training. The additions of 

assessment batteries and screening processes were designed to select the most adept participant. 

Because subject 17 is one of the most outstanding space fortress players, we supposed that if the 

participant is able to reach a comparable skill, his verbal reports should be able to give us some 



   

insight on the thinking process of someone who is able to reach a high level of game play and the 

changes associated with an increase in skill. 

Method 

Recruitment 

 Thirty participants were recruited with the use of the online FSU Sona system and 

through campus flyers posted around the Florida State University campus, because, with a 

reanalysis of data from Boot et al. (2010), it was shown that out of 39 participants nearly half 

were able to improve drastically at the Space Fortress task. Therefore, an initial subject pool of 

30 was thought to ensure at least 5-6 strong candidates for the final participant. Participants, 

consistent with previous Space Fortress research, met the criteria of having no more than a 

moderate amount of video game experience, which is classified as spending less than 3 hours 

playing video games per week (Boot et al, 2010). Participants also exhibited the characteristics 

of being right-handed and having normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Because the Space 

Fortress task is conducted with just the use of a joystick and mouse it was necessary to remain 

consistent with previous research and require that participants be right-handed. 

Materials 

Progressive Ravens matrices. Participants were administered a shortened version of the 

Ravens Advanced Matrices (Raven, 1990). The Ravens is used widely as a Fluid ability measure. 

The test involved presenting participants with visual patterns that have a final piece cut from it. 

The participant must find the missing piece that completes the pattern. They were given 20 

minutes to complete the 12 test items. In previous studies, the Ravens APM task showed a 

positive correlate with Space Fortress performance (Boot. et al., 2010).  



   

 Psychomotor aiming task. In this task, participants only deal with rotating the spaceship 

and shooting at mine objects (Mané & Donchin, 1989). The spaceship is stationary in the center 

of the screen but can rotate with the manipulation of the joystick. Mines appear one at a time in 

one of 24 locations on the screen. They remain stationary and disappear once hit by a missile or 

when 10 seconds have elapsed since its appearance. One second later another mine appears on 

the screen. The participant’s task is to destroy the mines by rotating the ship by use of the 

joystick and pressing a trigger to fire a missile. Participants had 2 minutes to shoot as many 

missiles as they could. To coincide with standards (Mané & Donchin, 1989), participants must 

destroy at least 31 mines in a 2-minute block to qualify for the next round of screening. This task 

has also been shown to predict future success (a correlation of .44, p < 0.01) in the game (Mané 

et al. 1984).  

 8-puzzle. Participants were given the 8-puzzle task consisting of 9 tiles (3 x 3) in which 

the numbers 1 through 8 appear, leaving 1 tile blank (Ericsson, 1976). The task requires them to 

reorder the numbers in ascending order by moving around the tiles. Participants were given 3 

practice trials followed by 3 regular trials. The number of moves and number of formation 

repetitions (i.e. the participant moved around the tiles and ended up with a formation they had 

previously had) were recorded.  

Verbal Reports. Verbal reports (Ericsson & Simon, 1980), also known as “think aloud” 

protocols, ask participants to verbalize their thoughts in order to gain an understanding of their 

cognitive processes. There are two primary methods for verbal reports; concurrent think aloud 

and retrospective think aloud. Concurrent reporting asks for the participant to verbalize their 

thoughts while completing the task, whereas retrospective reporting asks for the participant to 

explain their thought processes immediately following the completion of the task. Participants 



   

were asked to provide both report types throughout training. Verbal reports were collected with 

audio and visual recording. The video was centered on the participant’s screen and recorded the 

game play. 

The Space Fortress Game. The Space Fortress game was originally developed to study 

the acquisition of complex skill (Mané & Donchin, 1989). The task requires motor control, 

working memory, and monitoring (Voss et al, 2011). Structurally, the game includes a small 

hexagon in the center of the screen that contains the fortress. This hexagon is surrounded by a 

larger hexagon that indicates the area of optimal flight control. Outside this large hexagon, 

“friend” or “foe” mines appear and attempt to destroy the participant’s ship. Symbols will also 

appear towards the bottom of the large hexagon, which may indicate a possible bonus or have no 

meaning. Figure 1.1 illustrates the different components involved in the Space Fortress game. 

Participants must attempt to destroy the fortress by firing missiles from their spaceship. 

Before participants can destroy the fortress, they must make the fortress vulnerable by shooting it 

ten times with at least 250 msec between each missile. Once the fortress is vulnerable it can be 

destroyed with a quick burst of two missiles with an interval of less than 250 msec. The number 

of hits on the fortress is displayed at the bottom of the screen under the tag ‘vulnerability.’  

Participants must also protect their ship from damage that could occur from the fortress 

and mines. The fortress will defend itself by rotating to face the ship and firing missiles at it. 

Additionally, at the appearance of a mine the fortress will be invulnerable and may not be 

damaged until the mine has been dealt with. If the mine is not dealt with properly it will run into 

the ship and damage it. Letters appear at the bottom of the screen indicating whether the mine is 

a friend or foe. Prior to each block, participants are told which 3 letters will be used to identify 

foe mines. If the mine appears to be a foe, the participant must switch their weapon system by 



   

tapping on the right mouse button twice within an interval of 250-400 msec. The mine can then 

be safely shot at and destroyed with one missile. If the mine appears to be a friend, the ship’s 

weapon system does not need to be changed and they may shoot the mine to energize it and hit 

the fortress once. If the participant fails to destroy or energize a mine within 10 seconds, the 

mine will disappear. 

Participants are also presented with options for bonuses. These bonuses can be redeemed 

for either 100 points or 50 more missiles. A bonus occurs at the second appearance of the dollar 

sign towards the bottom of the large hexagon. By pressing the middle button on the mouse the 

participant specifies 100 points, by pressing the right button on the mouse the participant 

specifies 50 missiles. However, if the participant presses either button on the mouse before the 

occurrence of the second dollar sign (i.e. at the sight of the first dollar sign) the bonus is revoked 

and nothing will be given upon the appearance of the second dollar sign. 

When the participant’s ship is hit, either by a mine or fortress shells, it is damaged. When 

the ship is damaged four times, it is destroyed and the game is reset. This continues for the 

duration of each game trial. 

The object of the game is to maximize the overall score. This overall score consists of 4 

sub-scores: control, velocity, points, and speed. The control score refers to a participant’s ability 

to keep his or her ship within the large hexagon. The velocity score refers to the participant’s 

ability to keep the ship at an optimal velocity. The points score refers to the damage taken on the 

participant’s ship as well as the number of fortress destructions. Finally, the speed score refers to 

the participant’s ability to identify and handle mines properly and efficiently. These scores are 

constantly updated and presented at the bottom of the screen. At the end of each game trial the 

final score calculated from these 4 sub-scores is presented to the participant.  



   

_____________ 

Insert Figure 1 Here 

_____________ 

The Space Fortress Game - Right-Hand Adjustment (Transfer Task). This adjustment 

involves the participant performing the space fortress task wielding the joystick in his or her 

right-hand instead of the standard left-hand. Consequently, the mouse is switched to the 

participant’s left hand over the standard right-hand.  

The Space Fortress Game – Secured-Joystick Adjustment (Transfer Task). The 

participant requested this specific adjustment during training because he thought it would help 

his performance. It involves the participant performing the regular space fortress task with a 

slight change of the joystick being secured to the table with tape. The standard space fortress set 

up utilizes a joystick placed on the table that is not secured. At times the entire joystick base can 

be moved with force from the participant, securing the joystick does not allow this to occur.  

The Space Fortress Game – New Start Position Adjustment (Transfer Task). This 

adjustment involves a variation to the start position of the participant’s ship and to the start 

orientation of the space fortress. In this task the participant’s ship begins with the same 

orientation but appears on the right-hand side of the fortress versus the standard left-hand side 

spawn. The initial start screen is mirrored to the original with the key change being the ship on 

the other side. In addition to the ship’s starting position adjustment, the fortress’s orientation is 

adjusted to face the opposite side and thus remain consistent with facing the ship from the 

beginning.  

The Space Fortress Game - Keyboard Adjustment (Transfer Task). This adjustment 

involves a change to the controls of the game. Instead of requiring a joystick to maneuver the 



   

ship, keyboard buttons are used in replace. Specifically, the UP keyboard button replaces the 

upward thrust of the joystick; turning the ship left and right is altered from the joystick rotation 

to the LEFT and RIGHT keys on the keyboard. The fire button is also edited to the down arrow 

where it was the upper button on the joystick. The mouse button remained the same.  

Procedure 

Screening Process 1 

The 30 initial participants were given an hour’s battery of assessments which included 

some of the tasks mentioned above: the shortened version of the Raven’s APM, the psychomotor 

aiming task, the verbal report practice accompanied by an 8-puzzle task, and the demographic 

survey. Participants first completed the survey inquiring about health issues and motivational 

history. Previous research suggests that an individual who has displayed motivation in a given 

field, such as long distance running, would then transfer a similar form of motivation to another 

field (Chase & Ericsson, 1981). Such motivation can be illustrated in a high commitment in a 

given sport or a high collegiate GPA. Participants were asked about their GPA as well as any 

extracurricular activities they participated in heavily. Participants were also asked about health 

issues, their comfort with speaking aloud and their handedness. 

_____________ 

Insert Table 1 Here 

_____________ 

Following the survey, participants took the shortened Ravens. Finally participants went 

through verbal report training, which included a PowerPoint with various exercises slowly 

familiarizing the participant with giving reports. They were then asked to demonstrate their 

ability while completing the 8-puzzle task. Since the study focused heavily on the use of verbal 



   

protocols, it was important for the participant to be able and comfortable to perform think aloud 

reports.  

_____________ 

Insert Table 2 Here 

_____________ 

Some participants expressed no interest in returning so they were automatically 

eliminated from the pool of possible subjects. Based on their performance during this screening 

phase, seven potential participants were invited back for additional testing. The seven invited 

back were selected based on high performance across battery tasks as well as an ability and 

willingness to conduct verbal reports.  

Screening Process 2 

Of the seven invited back only two participants responded with interest in continuing. 

During the secondary screening phase, participants underwent training for the Space Fortress 

game. Participants viewed a 15-minute instructional video used in Boot et al. (2010) that 

indicated the fundamental rules of the game as well as a few game strategies. These strategies 

consist of recommendations of what to do in certain situations. For example, participants were 

told that it is almost always preferable to choose the bonus of points over extra missiles and that 

if they incorrectly identify a foe mine as a friend that it would be better to allow the mine to hit 

the ship. After the 15-minute video, participants viewed a refresher 5-minute video recapping the 

most important aspects of the game. Following the videos, participants completed a quiz 

covering the most important aspects of the game. Some of the aspects questioned on include 

correct timing of shots on the fortress, correctly identifying a foe mine, bonus attainment, and 

sub-score point accumulation.  



   

After obtaining over an 80 percent on the quiz, participants were given 20 practice games 

to experience the Space Fortress task. Each game lasts 3 minutes, resulting in one hour of game 

play. During these 20 games, participants were asked to demonstrate their capacity to verbalize 

their thoughts while conducting the task. Participants provided three concurrent report games and 

one retrospective report game every ten trials (specifically, concurrent reports were taken 

consistently on the 1
st
, 3

rd
, and 9

th
 games of every 10 and retrospective reports were taken on the 

5
th

). The data from this initial session was recorded and marked as pre-training rounds. These 

rounds were used as another qualifier for the participant to continue in the study. 

Due to the time constraints and the intensity of the proposed study, only one participant 

was selected to go on for further training. The participant had to have been willing to return 

periodically over the course of next semester for training and testing on the Space Fortress task. 

The chosen participant excelled in both screening processes and exhibited normal color vision, 

normal hearing, right-handedness, and an average of 3 or less hours of game play a week. 

Additionally, the participant was comfortable providing verbal reports.  

Main Study 

 After the screening processes, a final participant was selected (the other responding 

participant was also invited back for two sessions of training as a pilot to this main subject). A 

schedule was adapted with the participant in order to complete training over the course of the 

next semester. This participant was brought in for one to two-hour sessions three to five times a 

week. Previous research has shown that three sessions a week are sufficient for the Space 

Fortress learning process (Blumen, Gopher, Steinerman, & Stern, 2010). Each training session 

consisted of 10 to 25 games depending on the participant’s time schedule. During each session 

the participant was instructed to complete verbal protocols in the same fashion as with the pre-



   

training trials. Additionally, following the pre-training trials the participant was asked to gauge 

how many games they could play without feeling “burnt out.” The participant reported needing a 

break every five games and so the resulting schedules were adapted so that the participant took a 

break every five trials. Reports were taken before and after these five games in the form of 

expectations and reflections. During these reports the participant was asked to discuss his 

thoughts on how his performance would be over the next five games or how he performance 

was. He discussed aspects of the game he was intending on focusing on, having trouble with, or 

doing well in. 

 In addition to these regular concurrent, retrospective, expectations and reflections verbal 

reports, a reflection verbal report was taken following every game the participant reached a new 

score threshold. In these reports the participant discussed his thoughts on his performance and 

his key focused points during the game.  

Transfer Tasks 

 At the conclusion of training, the participant was put through transfer tasks. These tasks 

include the battery from the first screening process (including the aiming task, the Ravens APM, 

and the 8-Puzzle with verbal reports), as well as transfers to variations of space fortress itself. 

These SF variations included a right-handed space fortress adjustment, a secured-joystick space 

fortress adjustment, a new start position space fortress adjustment, and a keyboard-version space 

fortress adjustment. These transfer tasks seek to assess whether aspects of performance have 

become automated. For example, if joystick actions have become automated then there would be 

no transfer to the keyboard version similarly if mine and bonus identification had become 

automated there would be no transfer to the right-hand version. The participant was asked to 

conduct verbal reports while performing these tasks, in a consistent fashion as throughout 



   

training. These transfer tasks were applied to gauge the level of how much the participant had 

learned from the original task that he would apply to these new ones. 

Results 

 The scores of concurrent and regular trials were averaged for every 10 games and 

correlated to see if there was an effect of reporting on participant performance. For the main 

participant they correlated 94.7% indicating that there was little to no effect of reporting. 

Pilot Participant  

 An analysis was conducted on the pilot participant’s verbal reports and game scores. 

During the course of training it became evident that the participant adapted to a very specific 

sub-optimal strategy of space fortress discovered in the reanalysis of Boot et al. 2010, world 

wrapping. This strategy involves the participant not adopting the suggested strategy of flying the 

ship in a clockwise trajectory around the space fortress and instead adopting a vertical trajectory 

where the ship is consistently world wrapping while the player is still trying to destroy the 

fortress and handle mines as best as possible. Figure 2 below illustrates the world wrapping 

strategy compared to the suggested, clockwise trajectory strategy. This strategy of world 

wrapping allows for a player who struggles with control to exert less effort to that aspect of the 

game and more to others, such as points. 

_____________ 

Insert Figure 2 Here 

_____________ 

 

_____________ 

Insert Figures 3-7 Here 



   

_____________ 

 The pilot participant’s verbal reports provided insight into the participant’s approach to 

the game. Early on the participant noted struggling with two main focal points of the game, 

specifically control and mine identification/handling. The participant reported trying to 

concentrate on control throughout the first day of training (30 games). Looking at the control 

sub-score graph (Figure 6) we can see an upward trend within the control sub-scores that we 

don’t clearly see in others besides velocity (which is somewhat linked to control). The 

participant also recognized that with better velocity and control, she would have more 

opportunities to fire on the fortress (“I got to hit the fortress once. I had the chance for the other 

but I couldn’t cause I can’t control the thing [ship]…I guess more like the control so that…I can 

hit the fortress” reflection following game 6). 

The participant reported her need to continue to work on control and keeping the ship at 

an optimal velocity throughout training. Her control and velocity became more consistent as she 

adopted the world wrapping strategy which the participant recognized in a retrospective report 

(“I think that by going slow – like I can’t control it going around the circle, but if I move slow up 

and down, I can get my score to be higher and I have a better chance of hitting the fortress” 

reflection following game 36).  

In reference to mine handling, the participant reported experiencing two problems at the 

beginning of training. The first was losing concentration on the fortress and taking missile hits to 

her ship (“I would look at the letter and then I’ll forget that they’re shooting at me,” 

retrospective game 15). The second was looking at the letters but not being able to remember 

them and subsequently being unable to optimally handle the mine appearance (“I think I could 

pay attention maybe a little bit more to foes and friends, cause I looks at the letters but I can’t 



   

really like remember them,” reflection following game 12). The participant asked specifically 

how to handle foe mines early on in training (“For the foe mines – I can’t remember, you click 

the right?” concurrent game 13) and again towards the end (“For the foes, what do you do 

again?” concurrent game 43).  

Looking at the speed sub-score chart (Figure 7), we see that during both trials in which 

the participant asked about how to handle the foe mines the speed scores was relatively low. 

With the first falling below 0 and the second being around 50 until shooting upwards. Following 

her last training game, the participant also recognized that failing to memorize the mine letters 

was a major detriment to her performance as she was unable to handle any foe mines presented 

(“I wish I would have gotten positive again…I didn’t memorize the first three letters so I kept 

getting hit by the mines” reflection following game 50).  

 The participant also provided other information, such as feelings of being burnt out from 

the game, which may have affected her performance on the last games on the first training day 

(“I feel like after, like, the last few trials I kind of started getting a little like, I don’t know – 

frustrated” reflection following game 24). Although none of the sub-scores, besides a slight dip 

in points, seemed to reflect this performance decrease.   

Main Participant 

An analysis was also conducted on the main participant’s verbal reports and game scores. 

Early on, the participant focused on mastering game rules and made comments on various 

strategies he was trying. Below are some verbal reports samples. The first quote illustrates 

strategies being tried by the participant in order to keep track of the vulnerability counter of the 

fortress. The second quote shows his trouble with getting distracted at a mine appearance and his 

need to figure out a strategy for dealing with mine identification.  



   

 “I’m trying to see like which of them is going to work best…constantly going and looking 

and looking…I’ll look down and if it’s like seven or eight or something I’ll like count to see how 

many more I have to go until I can hit it. So it’s like one-two-three; seven-eight-nine-ten…and 

then I tried something else where it’s like watching it in, like, my peripheral and keeping an eye 

on the number. And like, if I see it grows it’s like ‘oh two numbers’ in time I can shoot it…and 

then there’s the times where it’s just like ‘oh I don’t care, I’m just going to do whatever I 

want…” (retrospective game 45). 

 “…trying to find a more efficient way of like dealing with that [being distracted by a 

mine coming] and figuring out friendly or foe…” (retrospective game 15). 

On occasion throughout training, the participant questioned the experimenter on various 

game rules he was still unsure of, similar to the pilot participant’s questions on foe mine 

identification. Some examples from the main participant include the penalty for selecting a bonus 

at the first dollar sign appearance as opposed to the second (concurrent report game 11), the 

maximum interval for identifying a foe mine in (concurrent report game 23), the significance of 

the missile bonuses (concurrent report game 261), and the consequences of continuing to shoot 

on the fortress even when a mine is present (concurrent report game 279). On other occasions the 

participant would make an incorrect statement about a game rule, which was then corrected by 

the experimenter. One such example is when the participant verbalized his reference to the speed 

sub-score as the speed of his ship, rather than the correct reference, which is to the efficient 

handling of mines, in a reflection verbal report after game 40.  

Although the participant asked early on about the bonus collection there were still times 

when he would select the first, opposed to the second but not for a lack of rule understanding. 

Interestingly, after the participant understood the missile bonuses he opted for those for a period 



   

of time before deciding that the points bonuses were more effective. Further analysis is needed to 

determine the effectiveness these various strategies. Questions include whether or not learning 

these new rules transferred to actual performance results.  

_____________ 

Insert Figures 8-12 Here 

_____________ 

Frequently the participant discussed the importance of control; “If I don’t have control 

down – I mean, I can’t get any points because you have to have control to be able to do the 

points. And if you’re control is going like, crazy, then you are not going to be able to focus on 

your speed. So your speed would suffer cause you’re trying to get the damn thing under control 

and yeah, I feel like control is the thing that you have to focus on the most” (retrospective 65). 

Looking above at the participants performance graphs (figures 8 – 12), it is evident that most of 

his performance growth, through to the early stages of the middle of training, were in the control 

and velocity sub-scores (refer to figures 10 and 11). 

The participant also reported devoting effort to discovering an optimal arm length for his 

joystick position (“trying to get the joystick in the right position, but I still haven’t found it. I 

should be working on that…with it closer I have more control” retrospective game 25) This 

issue of joystick position came up again on several other accounts within his verbal reports, 

usually at the beginning of a new day of training within his first few trials. This was another 

issue that prompted him asking for the secure joystick transfer at the end of training. 

During the end of training the participant reported finally feeling that he had mastered 

control (“I felt like I finally had my control down….I was like on a roll with killing the space 

fortress and keeping myself controlled so that I was able to kill the space fortress and not like 



   

freaking out all over the place” reflection following a new high score from game 244) and his 

reports started to shift to more mine-related topics and on the performance marks needed to reach 

and surpass the highest space fortress performer’s, subject 17, high score.  

 In comparison to subject 17, subject 13’s main shortcomings were clearly speed and 

points. Looking more closely at subject 13’s scores, it was seen that possible major factors of 

this, at least towards the end of training, were the participant’s inconsistent mine handling and 

fairly high number of vulnerability resets during game play. The occurrence of a vulnerability 

reset affects the entire trial, and thus overall score, in many ways. One key consequence is that it 

decreases the number of possible fortress destructions for that game. Because the vulnerability 

counter was reset, the participant must then re-accumulate however many shots were lost plus 

the remaining number of shots to destroy the fortress. Consequently, the higher the vulnerability 

counter was at the time of resetting, the worse off the participant is. With excessive vulnerability 

resets it is difficult to achieve an outstanding points sub-score, and consequently overall score. 

 Subject 13 averaged 0.79 resets per game during the first half of training and 5.43 during 

the second. This compared to the outstanding performer, subject 17, who averaged 1.08 during 

the first half of training and 2.73 during the second. The increase in vulnerability resets from the 

first half of training to the second can possibly be attributed to a higher control score and thus the 

participant is able to exert more effort to trying to rapidly destroy the fortress.  

Though the participant occasionally made comments to this vulnerability resetting issue 

(“No, I was shooting too fast and it made me start over” retrospective game 285), he was never 

able to overcome it. He also mentions that this was one of the errors holding him back from 

beating subject 17’s highest score (“So essentially, I feel like I need to never, like have a clicker 



   

happy moment [referring to moment of double clicking – causing a vulnerability reset] to be able 

to get the high score and to like not be hit” concurrent game 249). 

In reference to mine handling, the participant’s performance progression was more 

inconsistent than his other sub-scores but he still managed to improve overall. At the early stages 

of training, subject 13 reported paying less attention to the mines in exchange for more control 

(“Even though I was still trying to get the little mines I didn’t care as much. So if they hit me, 

they hit me, I was….I feel like you get more points by going around in circles [as opposed to 

focusing on mines] and slash you can kill the thing [fortress]” reflection of game 10) He also 

reported getting distracted at mine occurrences (“Like getting those [mines] - shooting those 

[mines] faster, cause I feel like…shooting the fortress…I mean I can do that, but it’s when the 

mine comes that I start to worry about those and it takes away from being like shoot the fortress” 

expectation to game 40 ). This problem of handling mines continues through training, during 

the end phase of training the participant comments on his continued shooting on the 

fortress even when a mine is present (“I think I need to get better at…not shooting when 

there is a mine, until, like, I get it, because there’s times where like I shoot and, like, I’m just 

shooting” retrospective game 265). 

Similar to the pilot participant, subject 13 also recognized mine letter memorization as an 

importance aspect of game play (“I completely forgot what my letters were. I feel like that’s a 

big problem that I have – I forget the letters” concurrent game 319). 

 The participant’s verbal reports, similar to the pilot’s, also included other information on 

other performance factors including when the participant was feeling burnt out of the game, 

tired, or hungry. In one such event where the participant was feeling burnt out he reported 

finding it more difficult to perform the fine motor movements needed to control the ship well (“I 



   

don’t know. I’m just kinda tired from it all…like having to do all this…fine motor movements…” 

reflection after game 100). Another report from the participant illustrated another control 

detriment when the participant was feeling burnt out, “I feel like when I’m more burnt out, I have 

like less control over my arms…I just floor it” (reflection after 80). 

Though the participant was able to point out two of his major flaws throughout training 

within his reports, towards the end of training he attributed the performance disparity between 

subject 17 and himself to points and fortress destructions,  (“I don’t know, I just freaking killed it 

twenty-three times, like I should have seven thousand…but seriously that means I would have to, 

like have twenty million points to get seven thousand…I would literally have to kill it a hundred 

more times” reflection following game 320). It is interesting to note that the participant had 

questioned about the highest performer during the course of training and sought to try to defeat 

his high score. 

Looking at the score charts, the point sub-score was the biggest point of disparity 

between the two subjects (refer to figure 9). However, subject 13 fails to attribute the fact that 

the high number of vulnerability resets was a major factor influencing the number of attainable 

fortress destructions. At the end of training subject 17 averaged 20.5 fortress destructions per 

game, subject 13 averaged 17. Assuming these resets occurred when the vulnerability counter 

was high – say at 8 or 9, removing the difference between the two participant’s average resets, 

3+, subject 13 would have been able to reach a more comparable skill level. Further analysis 

would be required to learn more about the differences in skill between the two participants. 

Transfer Tasks 

 Figures 13-17 illustrate the final participant’s various transfer task scores compared to his 

final games of training. The participant was able to reach a high level of performance on each of 



   

the tasks. The tasks he struggled the most on initially were the right-handed transfer and the 

keyboard transfer, both of which involved a change with the ship control hand. Looking at the 

control sub-score graph (Figure 16) it is evident that the participant’s control score took a hit at 

the beginning of the transfer session of those two particular tasks. 

_____________ 

Insert Figures 13-17 Here 

_____________ 

 The points sub-score category (see Figure 14) also took quite a hit from all of the 

transfer tasks. This could be partially due to the participant’s distraction with the transfer itself. 

The participant reported finding turning very difficult at the start of training on the keyboard 

transfer and found that when a mine appeared in the same quadrant as his ship currently was he 

would have a hard time turning in time to handle it. He also reported feeling confused with his 

hands during the right-handed transfer and had trouble attaining bonuses due to clicking the 

wrong mouse button.  

Interestingly, the number of fortress destructions for each transfer task was hit drastically. 

During the first half of training on the transfer tasks, the participant averaged a total of 7.2, 12, 

and 5.2 fortress destructions for the right-hand, varied start, and keyboard versions respectively. 

The participant improved during the second half averaging 13, 15, and 11 respectively. This 

compared to the participant’s final games of training, where he was averaging 20 fortress 

destructions per game, is quite a big difference.   

Another finding was the difference is vulnerability resets when comparing the end of 

training games to the right hand transfer. During the final 12 games of training the participant 

was averaging 4.7 vulnerability resets per game, with his right hand however he was averaging 



   

1.3 resets per game. This could mean that the participant had more control of his shots and the 

timing of his shots with using the joystick with his right hand compared to his left. This could 

also mean the participant had to exert more control and wasn’t able to focus on destroying the 

fortress yet. 

Another interesting event that occurred during transfer was that at the start of the varied 

position transfer, the participant opted to reverse his ship’s position completely in an attempt to 

keep with the clockwise ship trajectory instead of adapting to the new counter-clockwise 

trajectory. The participant only did so for the first game.    

The participant requested the final transfer of a secure joystick. The participant scored 

similarly to his final games of training and reported feeling that the joystick was much more 

touchy and required much less exertion compared to when it was previously unsecured. The 

participant’s scores across performance growth are presented in Figures 18-22. 

_____________ 

Insert Figures 18-22 Here 

_____________ 

In order to measure the effects that these various transfer tasks had on each other, serial 

correlations, such as those done in Ericsson et al., 2004, will be examined at a later time.   

Conclusion/Discussion 

 Verbal reports have been used widely in research to understand the encoding and 

processing methods being used by the participant. They provide us with a way to look more in-

depth at the subject’s performance than just their scores alone. Consistent with this idea, the 

verbal reports collected from this study have given valuable insight into the performance growth 

of both the pilot subject and the main subject. We were able to see clear points of game-



   

knowledge acquisition and strategy formation, which allowed us to understand more about how 

the participant approached the task. For example, with the pilot participant, we were able to 

pinpoint when she adopted the strategy of world wrapping and her verbal reports provided some 

of her reasoning behind her decision to use the strategy. Supporting claims made from the 

reanalysis of Boot et al. 2010, she was adapting to the strategy due to a lack of control skills. 

Similarly with subject 13, we have cases where he’s trying different strategies to find the most 

more effective one, such as when he’s comparing two strategies to track the vulnerability 

counter. 

 With the main participant we can see specific aspects of game knowledge being noticed 

and learned – these include timing for mine identification, the meaning of missile bonus 

attainments, and shots on the fortress when a mine is present. Though these are aspects presented 

within the game training, the participant had not previously fully demonstrated his knowledge of 

it in relation to the task at hand. This could be due to the participant focusing on other aspects of 

the game before realizing the importance of the fundamental rules presented before training. 

Having an instructor on hand being able to converse with the participant was beneficial as they 

were allowed to ask questions of misunderstanding at any point within training.  

 The verbal reports have allowed us to see behavioral changes and focus shifts as the 

participant improves. Both participants were able to accurately assess their main shortcomings in 

comparison to the top performer but, despite this, some shortcomings were never quite corrected. 

An example of this was the numerous vulnerability resets on the fortress. The participant 

identified this shortcoming but even after his verbal reports confirmed this as an issue, continued 

to get up to 14 vulnerability resets per game. With these verbal reports we are able to pinpoint 

performance detriments where we could apply personalized deliberate practice measures to assist 



   

with continued performance improvement. This could lead to interesting research moving in the 

direction of coaching on a task such as this with the ability to take the participant and guide them 

on their performance errors and implement the deliberate practice measures when needed to help 

their performance growth.  

With more time for analysis, a plethora of more information could be learned from this 

dataset. The verbal reports would be able to be coded and categorized as originally intended for 

the study to look more specifically at performance growth and acquisition. This would allow us 

to also correlate the data points to verbal reports in a more detailed way and pinpoint areas where 

an addition of a coach or a deliberate practice measure would boost their performance. 

The more traditional approach of describing attained performance has been in terms of 

basic abilities at the level of groups of individuals, as in the case of Boot et. al 2010. In this more 

traditional approach we are looking at the skill acquisition across time of experimental groups 

and are focusing more on performance growth of the group and the factors leading to a 

collectively higher group score. This can be contrasted to another approach of describing 

changes of individuals in their acquired skill over the practice period as in the case of Chase and 

Ericsson 1981, 1982. This latter approach looks more in depth at an individual’s changes across 

practice. 

Describing an individual’s improved performance allows the formation of a new 

perspective on what actually limits someone’s performance on a given task. Looking at various 

points of where the participant had to focus on particular aspects of the game to overcome a 

performance deficit sheds light on a factor within the game that limits an individual from being 

an outstanding performer of the task. This paper seeks to offer a new perspective based on 

helping an individual see and understand how they might change or improve and offer support 



   

for their development. Referring back to the thought of the addition of a coach and of deliberate 

practice measures in order to boost the individual’s performance, having knowledge of these 

limiting factors beforehand would help tailor the training. This coach would be able to assist the 

individual when they adopt a sub-optimal strategy, which would begin to reduce individual 

differences in scores. Furthermore, if we can begin to learn more about what factors limit an 

individual’s performance on a task we can begin to uncover and learn more about stable abilities 

that cannot be improved with motivated training.   
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Table 1 

Participant Demographics. 

Age 19.1 (1.18) 

% Male 33 (.48) 

GPA 3.44 (0.53) 

Hours of Video Game Play 0.64 (1.08) 

Notes: N = 30. Standard deviations are indicates within parentheses. 

Table 2 

Participant Battery Results 

Raven’s Percent Accurate 41.95 (.19) 

Aiming Score 1150 (744.34) 

8-Puzzle Number of Moves Across 3 Trials 298.2 (144.02) 

8-Puzzle Number of Repeated Configurations 

Across 3 Trials 

72.2 (137.5) 

Notes: N=30. Standard deviations are indicated within parenthesis.  

Table 3 

Final Participant Battery Scores 

Measure Pre-Training Scores Post-Training Scores 

Raven’s Percent Accurate .75 .50 

Aiming Score 1260 1100 

8-Puzzle Number of Moves 

Across 3 Trials 

287 249 

8-Puzzle Number of Repeated 40 34 



   

Configurations Across 3 Trials 

Note: 



   

 

Figure 1. Space Fortress Game Diagram. This figure illustrates the different components of Space Fortress. Sub-

scores are shown at the bottom of the screen along with the fortress vulnerability, the mine identification letter, the 

interval between shots, and the number of missiles the ship has left. It also illustrates the bonus symbol, the fortress, 

the ship, a mine, and both the ship’s missiles and the fortress’s shots. 

 

Figure 2. Space Fortress Flight Path Strategies. The one of the left illustrates the world-wrapping strategy where the 

participant is consistently world wrapping, allowing him or her to focus on other aspects of the game. The one of the 



   

right illustrates the recommended strategy of staying within the hexagon and flying in a clockwise trajectory around 

the fortress. 

 

Figure 3. Pilot Participant’s Total Score Across Training. Illustrates the pilot participant’s total score performance 

growth. The participant’s scores were averaged for every 2 games and presented as such. 

 

Figure 4. Pilot Participant’s Points Sub-Score Across Training. Illustrates the pilot participant’s points sub-score 

performance growth. The participant’s scores were averaged for every 2 games and presented as such. 
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Figure 5. Pilot Participant’s Velocity Sub-Score Across Training. Illustrates the pilot participant’s velocity sub-score 

performance growth. The participant’s scores were averaged for every 2 games and presented as such. 

 

Figure 6. Pilot Participant’s Control Sub-Score Across Training. Illustrates the pilot participant’s control sub-score 

performance growth. The participant’s scores were averaged for every 2 games and presented as such. Games 

following the retrospective report where the participant indicated adopting the world wrapping strategy are indicated 

in red. 
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Figure 7. Pilot Participant’s Speed Sub-Score Across Training. Illustrates the pilot participant’s speed sub-score 

performance growth. The participant’s scores were averaged for every 2 games and presented as such. Trials where 

the participant asked the experimenter about foe mine rules are indicated in red. 

 

Figure 8. Subject 13’s (the main participant) Total Score Across Training. Compares the total score of the 

outstanding space fortress performer, subject 17, to the current participant, subject 13. The participants’ scores were 

averaged for every 10 games. 
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Figure 9. Subject 13’s (the main participant) Points Sub-Score Across Training. Compares the points sub-score of 

the outstanding space fortress performer, subject 17, to the current participant, subject 13. The participants’ scores 

were averaged for every 10 games. 

 

Figure 10. Subject 13’s (the main participant) Velocity Sub-Score Across Training. Compares the velocity sub-score 

of the outstanding space fortress performer, subject 17, to the current participant, subject 13. The participants’ scores 

were averaged for every 10 games. 
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Figure 11. Subject 13’s (the main participant) Control Sub-Score Across Training. Compares the control sub-score 

of the outstanding space fortress performer, subject 17, to the current participant, subject 13. The participants’ scores 

were averaged for every 10 games. 

 

Figure 12. Subject 13’s (the main participant) Speed Sub-Score Across Training. Compares the speed sub-score of 

the outstanding space fortress performer, subject 17, to the current participant, subject 13. The participants’ scores 

were averaged for every 10 games. 
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Figure 13. Subject 13’s Transfer Total Score Compared To The Initial Training Games and the Final Training 

Games. Compares subject 13’s total score performance during the transfer trials to his initial training games and 

final training games. 

 

Figure 14. Subject 13’s Transfer Points Sub-Score Compared To The Initial Training Games and the Final Training 

Games. Compares subject 14’s points sub-score performance during the transfer trials to his initial training games 

and final training games. 
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Figure 15. Subject 13’s Transfer Velocity Sub-Score Compared To The Initial Training Games and the Final 

Training Games. Compares subject 13’s velocity sub-score performance during the transfer trials to his initial 

training games and final training games. 

 

Figure 16. Subject 13’s Transfer Control Sub-Score Compared To The Initial Training Games and the Final 

Training Games. Compares subject 13’s control sub-score performance during the transfer trials to his initial 

training games and final training games. 
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Figure 17. Subject 13’s Transfer Speed Sub-Score Compared To The Initial Training Games and the Final Training 

Games. Compares subject 13’s speed sub-score performance during the transfer trials to his initial training games 

and final training games. 

 

Figure 18. Subject 13’s Secure Joystick Transfer Games Total Score Compared to the Final Training Games. 

Compares subject 13’s total score during the secure joystick transfer games to the final games of training. 
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Figure 19. Subject 13’s Secure Joystick Transfer Games Points Sub-Score Compared to the Final Training Games. 

Compares subject 13’s points sub-score during the secure joystick transfer games to the final games of training. 

 

Figure 20. Subject 13’s Secure Joystick Transfer Games Velocity Sub-Score Compared to the Final Training 

Games. Compares subject 13’s velocity sub-score during the secure joystick transfer games to the final games of 

training. 
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Figure 21. Subject 13’s Secure Joystick Transfer Games Control Sub-Score Compared to the Final Training Games. 

Compares subject 13’s control sub-score during the secure joystick transfer games to the final games of training. 

 

Figure 22. Subject 13’s Secure Joystick Transfer Games Speed Sub-Score Compared to the Final Training Games. 

Compares subject 13’s speed sub-score during the secure joystick transfer games to the final games of training. 
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